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“You’re being too reserved. Jackie is a righteous leader. Back when I sent Lily back to the Lagorio family, 

Jackie and the others did not even care about it. He never once picked on me because of that. Trust me, 

Jackie will treat everyone equally. Them making you an elder is the best proof of that!” 

 

Xavier maintained his smile. “If you’re too shy to ask him yourself, I’ll ask him for you some other time. 

I’ll just say you’ve reached the peak stage of the true god level and would like to serve the White family 

better. Young Master Jackie will surely understand my intention!” 

 

“T-T-That’s not a good idea!” 

 

Even though Yolanda wanted to get her hands on a second-grade premium level pill as it would greatly 

reduce the difficulty for her to grow her prowess, she was too shy to ask for it, especially with her being 

a girl. 

 

“What’s so bad about it? I’ll ask him on your behalf in a few days!” Xavier stated nonchalantly. 

 

“Okay. I wonder how’s Young Master Jackie and the others are doing now. Have they broken through? 

They were using third grade elementary-level pills. Do you think they’ll be able to reach the third-grade 

ultimate god-level?” Yolanda added with a smile. 

 “As for that, we’ll know by tomorrow!” Xavier replied after some thoughts. 

 

The next morning, Jackie and company came out from the cave. 

 

Jackie looked at everyone before landing his sights on Yolanda and said, “Ninth Elder, good job. Seems 

like you’ve reached the peak stage of the true god-level. You and Venus are both at the peak true god 

stage now.” 

 



Having said that, Jackie opened his palm, revealing two second-grade premium level pills, and stated, 

“Ninth Elder, take one each for you and Venus. Once you’ve stabilized your level, find a suitable time to 

try to reach for the first-grade ultimate god-level. After all, you guys have mastered the martial art 

technique.” 

 

Venus and Yolanda were surprised upon hearing that statement. 

 

That was especially so for Yolanda. Right after discussing with Venus if they should ask Jackie for a pill. 

They did not expect Jackie to give them one before they even asked. 

 

“I-I-I don’t think this is a good idea?” 

 

Yolanda looked at Jackie who was standing before her. At that moment, he gave her the feeling of a 

superior ruler. She was glad to have made her choice back then. Jackie and Nash were truly suitable 

candidates to lead the White family to grow stronger. 

 

“What’s so bad about it? With a few more people at the ultimate god-level, our White family will be 

stronger. That way, it’ll be easier for us to handle any emergency situations!” 

 

Jackie chuckled, then intentionally asked with a poker face, “Could it be that you’re not willing to reach 

the ultimate god-level to avoid serving our White family?” 

 

“Of course I want to! It’s my dream to reach the ultimate god-level!” Yolanda replied bashfully while 

nodding repeatedly. 

 

“Thank you Young Master Jackie. I won’t stand in ceremony with you then!” 

 

Venus walked over to take the pills and passed one to Yolanda. “Yolanda, just take it. You’ll have to raise 

your fighting prowess to repay the White family!” 


